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Accomplishments

- We are organizing the Second region 9 Education Society Conference – The EDUNINE2018.
- We signed EDUNINE2019 with the Universidade del Pacifico in Lima, Peru
- TAB active participation - Education Society now is part of 2 different Ad Hoc Committees, including active participation developing actions: **Dig Once** and **North and South Pole**. The first meetings of both committees happened in February, in New Orleans during the TAB meeting. Last week IEEE EdSoc representatives had meetings with City Hall Mayor and staff to discuss the implementation of Dig Once in partnership with IEEE.
- Development of a Logo for the Society – Ready to be adopted
- Last July 4, I was the Keynote Speaker of CSBC2017 – Brazilian Computer Society Annual Conference, in São Paulo, Brazil for 3,000 people.
- Participation as Speaker in SEFI Annual Conference in Açores Island
- Participation as Speaker in IGIP Annual Symposium in Budapest

TAB Meetings

- TAB Meetings
- 2 days committees meetings
- 2 days presidents meetings
- 2 days directors meetings
- Proposal to vote for a representative to be there and participate actively

Sister Society MoUs

- Based in our experience in TAB meetings we decided to do a review of all the MoUs in order to update them and check for possible items that can postpone their accomplishments. We are waiting for the LACCEI MoU adequacy by IEEE in order to submit COPEC MoU. No money is involved, only the wave of one registration fee free in each annual conference and the logo of sister society.

Chapters

- Creation of Uruguay Chapter in first semester of 2017
- Creation of Tunisia Chapter in second semester of 2017